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Name: TIBCO Software Inc. (NASDAQ: TIBX)

Industry: Enterprise Software

Year Founded: 1997

Headquarters: Palo Alto, California

Employees: 4,600

Customers: 5,000+

URL: www.tibco.com

Enterprise Client
TIBCO Software Inc. is a global leader in infrastructure 

and business intelligence software. Whether it’s 

optimizing inventory, cross-selling products, or averting 

a crisis before it happens, TIBCO uniquely delivers the 

Two-Second Advantage® – the ability to capture the right 

information at the right time and act on it preemptively for 

a competitive advantage. With a broad mix of innovative 

products and services, TIBCO is the strategic technology 

partner trusted by businesses around the world.
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Business Problem
Shepherding information has been a profitable business for TIBCO. With a market cap of almost US$4-billion, 

TIBCO has become the de facto enterprise software vendor for building Enterprise Service Buses (ESB), the 

highways used by large corporations to ferry digital bits from system to system, making data available, reliable, and 

actionable in real time.

TIBCO has accelerated innovation and delivered best-in-class solutions to its customers by growing itself 

organically, but also by acquisition. Jaspersoft, StreamBase, LogLogic, Nimbus, and others have all joined the 

TIBCO family in recent years, extending and enhancing TIBCO’s portfolio of infrastructure software offerings.

Integrating these lines of business into TIBCO proper left it with a need for a common commerce platform for 

product demos and fulfillment. The existing system, powered by Digital River, had several drawbacks:

• Annual cost was growing exponentially. 

• Performance was poor and getting worse.

• Developer community platform was not mature. There was no easy way for external developers to try and learn 

the products on their own.

• Poor user experience; it took an average of 25 clicks for a customer to download just 1 product.

• Lack of a unified, scalable fulfillment platform.

• Process inefficiencies that delayed time to market; it would take TIBCO up to 7 days to get a product ready to 

release to a potential new customer.

What TIBCO envisioned was a unified digital commerce and fulfillment platform that would make downloading 

product demos easy again, improving the overall experience for its customers, many of which were developers and 

had high expectations for an online experience.
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The Solution
TIBCO selected Elastic Path after evaluating potential solutions against TIBCO’s high priority requirements and fit 

criteria. TIBCO analyzed 19 different vendors using information from industry analyst reports, subject matter experts, 

and primary research. A second phase further narrowed down the list of candidate solutions.

Why Elastic Path? TIBCO cited these key differentiators:

• Flexibility: Being a Java-based platform was ideal for integration and innovation. This would give TIBCO 

versatility and future-proofing capability.

• Integration capabilities: Elastic Path Commerce Integration Platform offered a rich API for integrating the 

solution. For TIBCO, a company whose core business is integration, this was a mission-critical capability.

• The Elastic Path roster of existing customers included almost 200 large enterprises, including many offering 

B2B solutions, TIBCO’s core market.

• Dedicated account representatives and developer resources with experience in the high tech sector.

• An impressive, forward-looking product roadmap offered refreshing transparency not seen in other 

commerce vendors.

• Competent and friendly professional services staff.

• Optimized for deployment to cloud environments such as Amazon Web Services (AWS)

Elastic Path worked with TIBCO to customize a solution that meet their unique needs.
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Key Features
 D Elastic Path Commerce

 D Elastic Path Core Commerce 

Solutions

 D Customizations for product 

delivery via Akamai, entitlements 

tracking, export control, 

registration API, and product 

manifest sync

 D Elastic Path Ecommerce Success 

Center (ESC)

 D Amazon Web Services (AWS)

Results
TIBCO implemented Elastic Path as the core of its new 

Digital Fulfillment Strategy, turning what was once a 

collection of disparate systems from numerous lines of 

business into one cohesive common platform.

Among the key benefits for TIBCO since implementing 

Elastic Path:

• Enhanced user experience: It now only takes 3 clicks 

for a potential customer to download a TIBCO product, 

versus the 25 clicks previously required.

• Improved product search.

• Increased operational efficiency: The product release 

process has been significantly streamlined, resulting in 

an 80% reduction in the number of steps required by 

TIBCO staff to create a Bill of Materials. The company 

has also seen a 90% efficiency gain for on-demand CD 

printing.

• Increased sales opportunities: TIBCO has seen a marked 

increase in qualified sales leads, and now offers better 

cross/up sell opportunities.

• Enriched reporting capability: TIBCO marketing staff 

now have greater access and control over data. Detailed 

compliance reports and actionable web analytics get 

data in the hands of businesses users who need it the 

most.

• Fast, efficient hosting with Amazon Web Services (AWS)
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About Elastic Path
Defining the future of digital commerce, Elastic Path develops the world’s most sophisticated API-first enterprise 

commerce platform. The company’s flagship product, Elastic Path® Commerce, has helped the world’s top 

brands generate over $60 billion in over 170 countries. Customers from industries as diverse as travel, telecoms, 

publishing, software, and retail enjoy the benefits of a flexible, open architecture that drives brand-defining 

customer experiences, facilitates business agility, and eliminates sales channel silos. Elastic Path is a private 

company based in Vancouver, Canada with sales offices in the UK and US.

For more information, visit www.elasticpath.com.
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